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•  A globally competitive 
European Research Area 
(ERA) requires: 

•  “Open access to the output of 
publicly funded research and 
permanent access to primary 
quality-assured research 
data”  

 EUROHORCs/ESF: ERA Vision, 2008, 2009 
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 Research Information Network (RIN), 2008 

•  “The term “quality” is conventionally associated with the notion of being 
“fit for purpose”. With regard to creating, publishing and sharing 
datasets we identified three key purposes: 
•  first, the datasets must meet the purpose of fulfilling the goals of’ the 

data creators’ original work;  
•  second, they must provide an appropriate record of the work that 

has been undertaken, so that it can be checked and validated by 
other researchers;  

•  third, they should ideally be discoverable, accessible and re-usable 
by others.  

•  Fulfilling the first and second of these purposes implies a focus on 
scholarly method and content; the third implies an additional focus on 
the technical aspects of how data are created and curated.“  
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 Waaijers & Van der Graaf, 2011 

•  Categorisation: 

•  Quality assurance in the 
data creation process 

•  Data management 
planning 

•  Quality assessment of 
datasets  

Thomas Hawk (CC-BY) on Flickr: http://www.flickr.com/photos/thomashawk/3182986457 
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 UK: Science and Technology Committee, 2011  
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 HLEG on Scientific Data, 2010  

•  „Researchers and practitioners from any discipline are able 
to find, access and process the data they need. They can be 
confident in their ability to use and understand data, and 
they can evaluate the degree to which that data can be 
trusted.“ 

•  “Producers of data benefit from opening it to broad access, 
and prefer to deposit their data with confidence in reliable 
repositories.  A framework of repositories is guided by 
international standards, to ensure they are trustworthy.” 
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 Stakeholder 

scientists data repositories journals  

funders‘ policies 

RRZE Icon Set (CC: BY-SA) 
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 The Scientist's Perspective 

•  Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE), 2008 

•  “Reviewers should be asked to address ethical aspects of the 
submission such as: [...] Is there any indication that the data 
has been fabricated or inappropriately manipulated?” 

 

•  Research Information Network (RIN), 2008  

•  “There is no consistent approach to the peer review of either 
the content of datasets, or the technical aspects that facilitate 
usability.”  
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 The Scientist's Perspective 

•  Mark Ware Consulting, 2008 
•  “A majority of reviewers (63%) and editors (68%) say that 

it is desirable in principle to review authors‘ data. Perhaps 
surprisingly, a majority of reviewers (albeit a small one, 51%) 
said that they would be prepared to review authors‘ data 
themselves, compared to only 19% who disagreed. This was 
despite 40% of reviewers (and 45% of editors) saying that it 
was unrealistic to expect peer reviewers to review authors` 
data. Given that many reviewers also reported being 
overloaded, we wonder, however, whether they would still 
be as willing when it actually came to examine the data.”  
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 The Scientist's Perspective 

•  Sense about Science, 2009 

•  “It is widely believed that peer review should act as a filter and 
select only the best manuscripts for publication. Many believe it 
should be able to detect fraud (79%) and plagiarised work 
(81%), but few have expectation that it is able to do this. 
Comments from researchers suggest this is because 
reviewers are not in a position to detect fraud, this would 
require access to the raw data or re-doing the experiment.“ 

•  “[...] researchers point out that examining all raw data would 
mean peer review grinds to a halt.”  
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 The Scientist's Perspective 

•  Waaijers & Van der Graaf, 2011 
•  “Finally, it was suggested that, rather than setting up a separate 

quality assessment system for data, one could create a citation 
system for datasets, which would then form the basis for citation 
indices. The thinking behind this was that citation scores are a 
generally accepted yardstick for quality.” 

•  “Scientists and scholars in all disciplines would welcome greater 
clarity regarding the re-use of their data, both through citations and 
through comments by re users. Setting up special journals for 
data publications is also popular in all disciplines.” 

•  “The view regarding a mandatory section on data management in 
research proposals is also unanimous, but negative. The decisive 
factor here is a fear of bureaucracy.”  
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 The Scientist's Perspective 

•  Key points  
•  Scientists recognize that accessibility of data is a precondition for peer 

review of it.  
•  In principle, reviewers and editors find it preferable for data to be peer 

reviewed but many reservations exist about its feasibility; „peer review 
may grind to a halt“.  

•  Scientists fear that reviewing data in the course of the peer review 
process is not practical due to the amount of work and time involved.  

•  Scientists have a positive attitude towards innovative publication 
strategies of research data and welcome greater clarity regarding the 
re-use of their data.  

•  Scientists are sceptical about obligatory measures of data 
management, since they fear bureaucracy.  
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 Stakeholder 

scientists data repositories journals  
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 The Data Repository‘s Perspective  

•  e-IRG, 2009 
•  “Such digital data archives are the main advocates of 

quality assurance for research data. Quality control by data 
archives is usually achieved by painstaking and labour-intensive 
checks on the data, carried out by data archive staff.” 

•  Research Information Network (RIN), 2011  
•  “The curatorial role of the centre thus affects two important 

elements of data quality: first, ensuring that individual 
datasets are academically „good‟ (as much as it can) and 
second, ensuring that it creates and preserves collections 
which can be a useful starting point for new research.” 
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 The Data Repository‘s Perspective  

•  Internal APARSEN survey:  
•  The following measures of quality assurance were specified: 

•  Business process documentation  
•  Completeness / Consistency checks  
•  Data curators technical review (methods, parameters, unit checks, 

consistency)  
•  Data management and sharing training  
•  File format validation  
•  Metadata checks  
•  Risk management  
•  Storage integrity verification  
•  Tools for annotating quality information  
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 The Data Repository‘s Perspective  
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 The Data Repository‘s Perspective  

•  Example: PANGAEA 
•  “The PANGAEA data editorial ensures the integrity and 

authenticity of your data. [...] The PANGAEA editors will check 
the completeness and consistency of metadata and data. Our 
editors are scientists from the earth and life sciences. We may 
identify potential problems with your data (e.g. outliers). 
Nevertheless, we will only take full responsibility for the 
technical quality. You will be responsible for the scientific 
quality of your data (e.g. the validity of used methods). After 
data have been archived you will receive a DOI name and you 
are requested to proof-read before the final version is 
published.“ 
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 The Data Repository‘s Perspective  

•  Example: DANS 
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 The Data Repository‘s Perspective  

•  Example: DANS 
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 The Data Repository‘s Perspective  

•  Assessment and Certification 
•  Data Seal of Approval 
•  Digital Repository Audit Method Based on Risk 

Assessment (DRAMBORA) 
•  DIN 31644 (Kriterien für vertrauenswürdige digitale Langzeitarchive) 
•  DINI Certificate 2010 for Document and Publication Services 
•  ISO-DIS 16363 (Audit and Certification of Trustworthy Digital 

Repositories)  
•  ISO-DIS 16919 (Requirements for Bodies Providing Audit and 

Certification of Candidate Trustworthy Repositories) 
•  Trustworthy Digital Repositories (RAC) 
•  Trustworthy Repositories Audit & Certification (TRAC) 
•  World Data System certification 
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 The Data Repository‘s Perspective  

•  Key points: 
•  Data repositories make a contribution to quality assurance of 

stored data.  
•  Data management is assessed as an essential contribution to 

quality assurance of data. The selection process and subsequent 
verification of data (via persistent addressing) is seen as very 
important.  

•  The measures contributed by repositories to quality assurance vary 
depending on the form, scope and discipline of data.  

•  Certification and audit secure the quality of data repositories and affect 
the quality assurance of data.  
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 The Journal’s Perspective  

•  Robert Campbell and Cliff Morgan of John Wiley & Sons:  
•  “The real challenge is how to deal with the growth in research 

data that sits behind the journal article. Policies for data curation 
and sharing are emerging but there is no related peer review 
process or quality control.” 

•  Editorial policies: 
•  Nature: “[...] condition of publication in a Nature journal is that 

authors are required to make materials, data and associated 
protocols promptly available to others without preconditions.” 

•  PLoS: “PLoS is committed to ensuring the availability of data 
and materials that underpin any articles published in PLoS 
journals.”  

•    
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 The Journal’s Perspective  

•  Data paper (Chavan & Penev, 2011) 
•  “We define a data paper as a scholarly publication of a searchable 

metadata document describing a particular online accessible dataset, 
or a group of datasets, published in accordance to the standard 
academic practices.”  
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 The Journal’s Perspective  

•  APARSEN survey survey among editors and publishers 
 

•  “The main challenges are to define the review criteria in a way 
that a non-paid reviewer is willing (not only is possible) to review 
the data and to reach the balance between the time to be spent 
to review data in depth on the one hand, but to keep the efforts 
for the review short on the other hand. Reviewing data in 
depth is a great challenge. We have to find criteria and 
methods to allow reviewers to do a good review on data 
with moderate efforts and time.” (response of a publisher) 
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 The Journal’s Perspective  

•  APARSEN survey survey among editors and publishers 
 

•  “Data can only be reviewed properly when all underlying 
metadata, experiment conditions, etc. are fully shared with 
reviewers. This requires high standards on data sharing. To 
share data and to review them is certainly beneficial to 
science, at the same time it puts additional strain on 
researchers. This needs to be compensated with incentives 
(acknowledge the efforts for making data including appropriate 
metadata available; acknowledge the additional work in 
reviewing them).” (response of a publisher)  
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 The Journal’s Perspective  

•  APARSEN survey survey among editors and publishers:  
 

•  Data papers: 
•  “Where publication of a dataset is the primary purpose of a 

scholarly article, such as in the case of a data note, then it 
would be reasonable to infer a greater expectation of peer 
review of the related data.” (response of an editor) 

•  “Its not entirely clear that reviewing a set of data without a 
paper is the same as reviewing a paper with claims/
arguments built upon data.” (response of an editor) 
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 The Journal’s Perspective  

•  Key points:  
•  Several journals require in their editorial policies the availability and accessibility 

of data, especially in the life sciences.  
•  Peer review of underlying research data is not always included in the standard 

peer review process of journals.  
•  In the peer review of publications, the main focus is on checking the claims and 

conclusions of the article. Peer review of underlying data plays a supportive role 
in this if and when useful to the reviewer.  

•  In order to organize the reviewing of data effectively, clearly defined criteria are 
essential.  

•  Publishers and editors have positive expectations of the development of data 
publications. They also expect that more in-depth peer review of data will take 
place for so-called data journals.  
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 Summary 
•  Scientists 

Ø  Interdisciplinary exchange of methods of quality assurance of research data can help in disciplines 
which do not have fixed methods of establishing processes for quality assurance.  

Ø  Quality assurance of data is a time-consuming activity, which is not adequately recognized within 
scientific reputation systems. The development of incentive and reward systems can help to increase 
recognition for such work.  

 
 

•  Data Repositories 
Ø  To support scientists in quality assurance of data it is necessary to establish discipline-specific services 

of data management, which are in line with scientific requirements. 
Ø  The selection and verifiability of data in standardized form is attributed great importance within data 

management.  
Ø  Certification and audit secure the quality of data repositories and affect the quality assurance of data. 
 
 

•  Journals  
Ø  To organize reviewing of data effectively, standards and criteria of quality assurance have to be 

developed. Journals can make an important contribution here by formulating requirements of the 
quality of data in the editorial policies.  

Ø  Data publications provide a variety of opportunities of supporting the sharing of research data in a 
quality assured form. 
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